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Integrity Title Solutions is a 
fully licensed Commercial and 
residential title, escrow and 
disbursing provider.

•  11 locations, licensed in both  
Missouri and Kansas

• Onsite corporate counsel

•  Mobile Closings available at the 
location of your choice
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www.IntegrityTitleSolutions.com  |  314-209-8100
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“The 2016 housing market is forecasted to be mainly a seller’s market, filled with increasing home prices, 
relatively low inventory and fierce competition between buyers,” says Jonathan Smoke, chief economist 
for realtor.com. “Buyers looking to close this year need to keep an open mind and be prepared to move 
quickly when they find a home that meets their needs. For sellers, it’s about understanding the ins and 

outs of their local market so they can optimize the price of their home and close quickly.”

Closing quickly while navigating new and more stringent legal/legislative guidelines also requires the assistance 
of a professional, state-of-the-art team, which Integrity is proud to be a part of with the Ellis Team.
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Tracy Ellis 
is giving you the edge you need in Real Estate!

Editorial

n April 2nd, 2018, my father passed away, and life as I 
knew it would never be the same. I’ve lost loved ones 
over the years, but nothing could’ve prepared me for the 

loss I felt with the passing of my Father. 
Many of us have been through that wonderful period 

of time where we are surrounded by our family: grandparents 
and great grandparents, our mother and father, aunts and uncles, cousins, 
and so on. In hindsight, I realize how blessed I am to have that “golden 
era” with all of my family, along with my husband’s family, and I feel an 
overwhelming sense of gratitude to have had that time and to have been 
lucky enough to have my grandparents for many years. 

Not so long ago, everyone I loved was alive and well. I had our 
four healthy sons, a good job, a home, and a loving husband--all of 
the things we all long for. Little did I know, things can change in a 
heartbeat. Over the past several years, we’ve lost all of our precious 
grandparents and my dear mother-in-law, and they all loved their fam-
ily dearly. Those were some difficult times, and I thought I understood 
grief and loss and how losing a loved one can change you, but unfortu-
nately, I had more to learn.

My dad’s health had been failing over the past several years, but 
he was my dad. To me, he was invincible; the strongest person I’d ever 
known. It was in February when I received the call from my mom that 
made time stand still. I’ll never forget her voice crackling and telling me 
about their trip to the doctor that day and how he explained to my dad 
that it was time to go on Hospice. 

Hospice? My Dad wasn’t dying—or so I told myself. My mom 
and I were convinced it was for convenience to save my dad trips to the 
doctor while hauling oxygen tanks. We thought he’d go on living for 
years, but that call spelled the end of the golden era and the beginning of 
the most painful period in my life.

So many had told me how hard it is when you lose a parent, and I 
thought I understood my husband’s pain when he lost his mother, but I 
was so wrong. It’s difficult to describe the feelings that come and over-
whelm you, except to say you’re forever changed; nothing is quite as 
sweet as it once was. In some ways, it felt as if a piece of my heart went 
with him that day.

The next chapter of my life will be one without Dad, and I’m 
trying to adjust to this new way of life and be there as much as I can 
for my mom who has lost her partner of 48 years--a heartache I can’t 
even begin to imagine. 

As we get older, our opinions and outlook on life progress with us. 
With the passing of my father, life’s trivia was put into context, and I see 

a change in myself. This change is not for the better or worse; it’s simply 
a change. Grief increases awareness that nothing lasts forever, so I’m 
working to prioritize what’s really important in life, to appreciate and 
enjoy every moment with my family, and to allow myself to grab each 
precious day with passion while trying not to feel guilt for my dad not 
being here to enjoy it with us. 

I know some say the death of a parent is the natural order of events, 
but for those who’ve experienced it, you know how life-changing it is. 
Although you’ll have moments where the heart ache feels unbearable, 
your heart is stronger than you ever imagined. After all, you were created 
not only by God, but by your parents, some of the strongest people 
you’ve ever known. 

My parents raised me and my siblings to be independent and realize 
the only people you can depend on are God, your family, and yourself. 
They taught us to work hard for everything we have and know that 
nothing worth having comes easy. It was wonderful to hear my hus-
band and brothers talk about how my dad always taught them a lesson. 
Although he may have known how to do something and could probably 
have done it better himself, my dad was known for showing people how 
to get a job done while giving excuses as to why he couldn’t do it with 
them. We realize now he was teaching us—teaching us all to be inde-
pendent. I’m so thankful for the 75 years I had with my dad here on this 
earth, and I know without a doubt I’ll see him again someday. 

During this difficult time, there has been so much growth on The 
Rick & Tracy Ellis Team, and I’m thankful that we have terrific people 
in place so that business could continue as usual. Of course, my husband 
kept things on track along with our office manager, Kirsten, but we also 
added a closing coordinator as well. 

The demand has grown for an expansion team in the Warren, Lin-
coln, and Pike counties along with the surrounding area, which prompted 
us to add Tiffany Survant as our expansion partner with The Survant 
Group. We are so excited to have Tiffany’s thirty years of experience for 
our clients and be able to bring radio and print attention to properties in 
the previously mentioned counties.

We also added an expansion team at Lake of Ozarks. Rick Survant 
of The Survant Group will be heading up our expansion team at the 
Lake. To further our listening audience, we’ve added a third weekly-ra-
dio-show at the lake. Every Saturday morning at 11:00 am, you’ll hear us 
discussing lake properties and the latest news at the Lake of the Ozarks 
on local radio.

Over the years, we’ve noticed a significant need for a commercial 
division, and we are excited to announce we’ve added Darren Spires to 
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lead this new division. Darren has been a broker for twenty-plus years 
and has extensive experience in commercial real estate.

All in all, although we’ve had tragedy this year in losing my father, 
we’ve had many blessings as well. Rick, myself, and our family are for-
ever grateful for all of the love and support shown to us during this time. 

My mom and I have been discussing how hard it is when someone 
you love so dearly is no longer here and how life continues to go on for 
everyone else around you. It’s very hard at times when you see others 
laughing and having fun when you’re grieving, but while I was writing 
this editorial, something just clicked. I realized my dad wouldn’t want 
us to be sad all the time. Actually, he’d probably be irritated to see us 
crying so often! 

What’s more, it wouldn’t be fair to steal the joy from my chil-
dren’s “golden era.” Everyone deserves to have those special memories 
and treasured moments with family that are filled with happiness, and 
I’m going to do everything I can to make that happen for my children. 
Life doesn’t stop when someone important leaves us, but that doesn’t 
mean that they aren’t on our minds all the time, for they are forever 
woven in our hearts.

I thank you all for reaching out to me about my editorials, and I’ll 
continue to try to be honest and share what’s happening in our lives in 
hopes that at least one person can relate. For those of you who have lost 
a parent, my prayers are with you. There are no words that can fix it, but 
I want you to know that you’re not alone.  
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nown as the Gateway to the West, St. Louis holds an 
important place in American history. Over the Missis-
sippi River, Lewis and Clark took their daring journey 
across an unexplored and perilous landscape. Of course, 
we all have some knowledge about their expedition, and 

we can see echoes of their courageous undertaking all across the St. 
Louis area. 

From restaurants to monuments and even street signs, the footprints 
of their travels are all around us. Still, it can be difficult to imagine the 
city as the undisturbed, natural territory Lewis and Clark traversed those 
many years ago.

For those living in St. Albans, Missouri, that kind of beautiful and 
untouched landscape is just another part of day-to-day living. St. Albans 
is an unincorporated community offering upscale residential property 
with a quiet, neighborly atmosphere. Atop gorgeous bluffs, the views 
across the town are sublime and overlook the rushing waters of the 
Missouri River. 

Though shielded by lush wooded areas and the high bluffs, St. 
Albans residents are still able to stay connected to neighboring cities and 
urban entertainment. The community sits just seven miles from the city 
of Wildwood, is only a few miles north of HWY 100, and minutes from 
the historic Route 66.

 The close proximity to nearby cities enables the residents of St. 
Albans to enjoy the luxuries of more developed areas without compro-
mising the serene exclusivity St. Albans is known for. As residents flow 
in and out of the township to enjoy retail and urban entertainment, St. 

Albans remains seemingly untouched, preserving its rare charm.
For some perspective on what life is like for St. Albans residents, 

we spoke with Mark Moebius - who has lived in St. Albans with his wife 
Doris since 2007 - and he had nothing but wonderful things to say about 
the town.

“We’ve been really captured by the charm of St. Albans,” said 
Mark while discussing the purchase of their third home in the residential 
area. “It’s beautiful and feels like a small town even though you’re just 
minutes away from Wildwood.”

With around 300 homes, Mark shared that St. Albans is a place with 
a down-home feel—everyone knows everyone, all of the local children 
go to school together, and every year the residents get together at the 4th 
of July celebration with a lively parade and plenty of fireworks. With 
security on patrol every night from 4:00 pm to daybreak, residents are 
able to feel safe and secure at home.

“It’s a place you can leave your door open and neighbors feel com-
fortable coming up to your porch,” said Mark. “Residents call it the ‘St. 
Albans Bubble,’—once they get in, people just don’t leave. It’s a really 
interesting dynamic.”

Mark’s roots in St. Albans run deep. Not only does he live in the 
area, he also started running a marketing company out of the local train 
station in 2010 and began a real estate development on the bluffs. He 
named the development Legacy Pointe in dedication to the legacy of the 
architect of Union Station in downtown St. Louis, Theodore Link. Along 
with Union Station, Link designed a number of other structures in the 
area, including one in St. Albans—the Studio Inn.

Lifestyle Living  
in St. Albans

K
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Not only did Link design The Studio, he also owned a home in 
St. Albans. Coincidentally, the remnants of Link’s former property are 
located on property Mark and his wife previously owned.

With intact cemetery plots from the 1950’s dotting the area, estab-
lished architecture, and an incredible history, St. Albans has the feel of 
an intimate, old-time neighborhood. It’s a simple place—so simple, in 
fact, Google Maps even has a hard time navigating the roads and golf-
cart paths—but it certainly has a lot to offer its residents.

Country Club
Taking advantage of the glorious landscape, St. Albans has two 

18-hole golf courses at The Country Club of St. Albans: the Lewis and 
Clark Course and the Tavern Creek Course. Each course has distinctive 
features and can be enjoyed by players of all skill levels. These courses 
are pristine and showcase the beauty of the surrounding water and land 
features. Ranked in the Top 10 Courses in Missouri by Golf Digest, 
these courses are a dream come true for golf aficionados.

From June 6th to 8th of this year, The Country Club of St. Albans 
will be hosting the 2018 Metropolitan Open Championship on the Lewis 
& Clark Course. For information about the championship and sign-up 
information, you can visit www.metroopen.org.

In addition to a premiere golfing experience, the country club offers 
casual dining at The Lewis & Clark Grill, tennis courts, and an incredi-
ble aquatic center. With features like The Snack Shack and a tiki bar, the 
aquatic center makes for the perfect summer outing. The country club 
also offers a number of events for its members. From cosmic night-golf-

ing to various lectures, members have exclusive access to dinners and 
Saturday brunch dates and a whole host of activities and fun events the 
entire family can enjoy.

The Fulton School
Focusing on rethinking education and giving children an oppor-

tunity to prepare to for higher education, The Fulton School is a not-
for-private private school located on Schoolhouse Road in St. Albans. 
It’s their mission to provide students with the knowledge necessary 
to become globally-minded citizens. The school serves children from 
as young as 18-months-old to 12th grade, cultivating an environment 
where they can develop a lifelong passion for the pursuit of knowledge.

The Studio Inn
Known as “The Studio,” the Studio Inn is an old home that was 

once used as a summer getaway spot for Irene Walter Johnson, the wife 
of the co-founder of the International Shoe Company, Oscar Johnson. 
Today, the home serves as a special event venue and is the location 
of the historic Head’s Store. With beautiful gardens and an incredible 
view of the St. Albans vineyard and the Missouri River, it’s truly a gem 
of St. Albans.

For more information about St. Albans, please visit  
www.stalbans.com, or contact The Rick & Tracy Ellis team  
to find out more about real estate in the area.   



$1,900,000

1126 Wings Road
St. Albans, MO 63073

Call or email Rick or Tracy Ellis  
for more info: 

636.299.3702  |  Tracy@TracyEllis.com
636.699.2197  |  Rick@TracyEllis.com

www.TracyEllis.com

A Castle
Bluffsin the
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KW Continues to 
Provide the Latest & 
Greatest Technology      

KW News with Rick & Tracy Ellis

eller Williams is known for providing their agents with 
Industry leading technology, superior education and 
training, and keeping our agents ahead of the competition. 
The agent’s brand comes first at KW, and with that aim in 
mind, the company has recently once again raised the bar, 

pivoting even further into technology development that ensures agents 
have the best possible technology at their disposal. Implementing a 
process called labs, Keller Williams is giving their agents an incredible 
opportunity to work alongside KW technology teams, developing tech 
products through powerful agent insights. What KW discovered was 
that their agents wanted more, needed more, to run their businesses and 
connect clients with homes anywhere in the US. As the first franchise 
to offer every associate their own Keller Williams Realty branded, fully 
integrated mobile app, the company has now upped the competition with 
their creation of the Keller Williams Referral Network. This unprece-
dented move within the industry gives Keller Williams an inside track to 
referrals across the nation.

The Referral Network, made up of 170,000+ Keller Williams 
agents, is a simple and impressive platform, providing a way to send, 
receive, track and manage referrals with a few clicks. Easily searchable, 
filters can be used to select specific locations, remove unqualified refer-
rals, track the status of incoming and outcoming referrals, and when KW 
agents aren’t in a location to quickly log into a desktop, Keller Williams 
has integrated the system to work with their mobile devices to manage 
through Kelle!

And, who is Kelle? Kelle is just one more added piece of impres-
sive technology at the disposal of KW agents! Artificial intelligence, a 
personal assistant, through Keller Cloud. Kelle can currently help agents 
to connect with their Market Center and other agents through KWCon-
nect, track their CGI goals & now manage their Referral Network.

It’s an extraordinary time to a part of KW! Here at Keller Williams 
Realty Chesterfield, we are fully embracing the technology that is being 
developed and are seeing incredible results in the couple of months 
since the Referral Network was introduced! Increasing real estate sales, 
referral invitations and connections across the nation are ramping up and 
we’d love to talk to you about what that can do for your business!  

K
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T
ucked away in the heart of Chesterfield, this one of a 
kind custom estate sits on three private, gated acres, 
complete with a video security system and a gated 
entrance to the paver-lined driveway. In addition, there 
is an auto courtyard and an expansive four-car heated 

garage, which also doubles as a half basketball court. With approx-
imately 10,000 square feet of living space, you will not only have 
plenty of room for family, fun, and entertainment but you will also 
be able to experience spectacular views from every room. 

When entering the home, you are greeted with an incredible and 
open three-story foyer with a 50-foot atrium and live palm trees soar-
ing from the lower level to the peak of the second story. The atrium 
is framed by chrome and glass staircases, which provide access to all 
three floors. On the main floor, you will find all of your living needs. 

The living room is complete with a custom fireplace and piano lounge 
that adjoins the gentleman’s sports bar. 

The home’s custom, expansive dining room joins the large Euro-
pean kitchen, featuring granite countertops, 42” cabinets, a large island, 
built-in desk, breakfast bar, TV area (not to be confused with the family 
room across from the kitchen), and a breakfast room with a custom 
granite table overlooking the spectacular views of the backyard in-
ground pools. The adult and children’s pools are heated, saltwater pools, 
but that is not all you will find in the backyard. There is also a Jacuzzi, 
a screened gazebo with a large storage room underneath, a waterfall that 
leads to a beautiful koi pond, and your very own private lake! 

Offering three bedroom suites, two of which share a balcony 
overlooking the pool, the second floor of the home is large and spa-
cious. The master suite is also located on the second level and boasts 

FEATURE
ARTICLE

15400 Timpaige Drive
Chesterfield, MO 63017
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vaulted ceilings, a marble fireplace, loft area, and an oversized 
master bath with his and her walk-in closets. 

The luxury of this stunning retreat continues in the lower 
level, which comes complete with everything you could ever 
want! You will have a blast watching a movie or sports games 
in the theater style entertainment room that’s equipped with a 
sports bar, salt water aquarium, arcade/rec. room, and a custom, 
see-through fireplace. You will also find a billiard room, ful-
ly-equipped gym, recreation room, a guest bedroom suite, a full 
bath off of the pool area, a second laundry room, and a private 
24” thick steel and concrete 19x18 safe room! 

This contemporary castle in Chesterfield is truly one of 
a kind with its limitless views to make it feel like your own 
private oasis. 
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To Be Built  
LOT 12 Radnor Rd

Huntleigh
$3,200,000

15400 Timpaige Dr.  
Chesterfield, MO 63017 

$2,650,000

12819 Conway Rd
Creve Coeur, MO 63141

$2,100,000

1126 Wings Rd
St. Albans, MO 63073

$1,900,000

1115 Scenic Ridge Dr 
Eureka, MO 63025 

$1,399,900

7 Timber Creek 
St. Louis, MO 63127

$1,075,000

1302 Wildhorse Meadows
Chesterfield, MO 63005

$1,090,000

4129 Highway D  
Defiance, MO 63341 

$845,000

829 Tall Cedar Ct 
Wentzville, MO 63385

$845,000

11045 Koch Rd 
Bloomsdale, MO 63627

$774,900

102 Stone Ridge Meadows
O’Fallon, MO 63366 

$675,000

1519 Misty Valley Ct 
Wildwood, MO 63038

$614,900

ACTIVE
ACTIVE

ACTIVE

SOLD

ACTIVE

SOLD
SOLD

ACTIVE
SOLD

ACTIVE
ACTIVE

PENDING

Rick 
Ellis

636.699.2197

Tracy 
Ellis

636.299.3702
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1934 Chesterfield Ridge Cir 
Chesterfield, MO 63017

$565,000

1124 Kiefer Ridge Ct 
Ballwin, MO 63021 

$570,000 

2345 Denmark 
Union, MO 63084

$549,900 

3730 Rock Creek Valley, 
High Ridge, MO 63049 

$525,000

ACTIVE
SOLD

SOLD

242 Highway Y 
Winfield, MO 63389

$545,000

3 Hobie Cat Ct 
Defiance, MO 63341 

$499,900 

657 Fairfield Valley Rd 
Pacific, MO 63069 

$499,000 

14311 Valley Meadow Ct 
Chesterfield, MO 63017 

$428,435 

ACTIVE
SOLD

792 Thunder Hill Dr 
O’Fallon, MO 63368

$425,000

545 Autumn Bluff Dr
Ellisville, MO 63021

$412,500 

423 Jumper Hill Ct 
Chesterfield, MO 63017

$399,500 

825 Stonewood Bend Dr
Lake St Louis, MO 63367

$389,900

LOOKING TO BUY OR SELL YOUR HOME? 
CONTACT US!

SOLD

ACTIVE
PENDING

PENDING
SOLD

SOLD
SOLD

Pat  
Dafron

314.704.5672

Vince 
Cafazza

314.369.8554

Allyson
Lewis

314.504.5859

Tiffany 
Survant

636.697.4495
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Rick 
Ellis

636.699.2197

Tracy 
Ellis

636.299.3702

4256 Norfolk Ave 
St Louis, MO 63110 

$235,000

100 Heron Ct 
St Peters, MO 63376 

$209,900

7122 South Rock Hill Rd 
St Louis, MO 63123

$185,000 

302 Coronation Dr 
O’Fallon, MO 63366

$174,900

SOLD
ACTIVE

SOLD
SOLD

1428 Kearney Dr Dardenne 
Prairie, MO 63368

$282,900 

4755 Fox Mountain Rd 
Wildwood, MO 63069

$277,900 

2759 Providence Ridge Dr 
Wentzville, MO 63385 

$264,900

1916 Teresa Fields Lane 
Lake St Louis, MO 63367

$264,500

SOLD
SOLD

604 Judges Way 
Troy, MO 63379 

$375,000

9 Twin creek Ct 
Dardenne Prairie, MO 63368

$362,500 

890 Sugar Hill Dr 
Ballwin, MO 63021

$349,900

20 Timber Trace Ct 
Wentzville, MO 63385 

$320,000 

SOLD
ACTIVE

PENDING

PENDING
PENDING

SOLD
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141 Jefferson Ave 
Valley Park, MO 63088

$173,000

300 Santa Cruz 
Moscow Mills, MO 63362 

$174,000

1441 Brittany Cove 
Cottleville, MO 63304 

$159,000

14443 Bantry Lane #12 
Chesterfield, MO 63017  

$159,900

2294 Highway TT
St Clair, MO 63077 

$145,000

TBB Brussels Valley 
Winfield, MO 63389

$147,500

11 TBB Brussels Valley 
Winfield, MO 63389

$146,900

5 Friendship 
Troy, MO 63379

$144,900 

2108 Wismer Ave 
St Louis, MO 63114

$117,850

275 High
Troy, MO 63379

$109,000

1420 Heritage Lndg #307 
St Charles, MO 63303 

$95,000

2306 Wallis Ave 
St Louis, 63114

$54,000

SOLD
SOLD

SOLD

ACTIVE
ACTIVE

ACTIVE

SOLD
SOLD

ACTIVE

LOOKING TO BUY OR SELL YOUR HOME? 
CONTACT US!

Pat  
Dafron

314.704.5672

Vince 
Cafazza

314.369.8554

Allyson
Lewis

314.504.5859

Tiffany 
Survant

636.697.4495

PENDING

PENDING

SOLD
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600 Spirit Valley Dr East #23
Chesterfield, MO 63005

$233,520

600 Spirit Valley Dr East #7
Chesterfield, MO 63005

$560,120

600 Spirit Valley Dr East #15 
Chesterfield, MO 63005

$581,020

600 Spirit Valley Dr East #6 
Chesterfield, MO 63005

$344,112

COMMERCIAL
DIVISION

THE PLACE IN CHESTERFIELD 

Looking for additional garage space or possibly a Man Cave? 
Check out The Place in Chesterfield! A 54,000 square foot 
establishment built in the heart of Chesterfield Valley that is 
complete with a wide variety of unit sizes and opportunities for 
anyone to design and create their very own personal space! 
These Specially designed units will house any and all types of big 
kid toys you can imagine. The Place is the very first facility to offer 
private storage condominium suites for active use in the St. Louis 
area. All of these condominiums are fully customizable and offer 
24 hour security to go along with a country club atmosphere. 
This is “THE PLACE” to build your dream suite to enjoy all of 
your hobbies and passions. The possibilities are endless and all 
decisions are completely up to you! This is YOUR space, so do 
what YOU want with it! Sizes of these units range from 770 Sq, 
ft. to 4.180 Sq ft. and range in price from $114,730 to $581,020. 
Hurry up and secure your unit before they are all SOLD!!!



600 Spirit Valley Dr East #4-5, 9-12 
Chesterfield, MO 63005

$187,600

600 Spirit Valley Dr East #32, 35 
Chesterfield, MO 63005

$157,642

600 Spirit Valley Dr East #30
Chesterfield, MO 63005

$121,733

600 Spirit Valley Dr East #24, 27 
Chesterfield, MO 63005

$155,258

600 Spirit Valley Dr East #31
Chesterfield, MO 63005

$114,730

600 Spirit Valley Dr East #18-24 
Chesterfield, MO 63005

$194,600

1155 North Commercial Ave  |  St Clair, MO 63077
$50,000

COMMERCIAL
DIVISION

Darren 
Spires

636.751.4816

Rick 
Ellis

636.699.2197

Tracy 
Ellis

636.299.3702
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his country property at 657 Fairfield Valley Road in Pacific, 
Missouri, has a unique history. Drawn to the location for its 
natural beauty, the home has been inhabited by several very 
unique people with a passion for country living including the 
Director of Art for Mary Engelbreit, a nationally known St. 

Louis artist; a local, award-winning artist who earned his living on the prop-
erty with commercial art; and an amateur, traditional wooden boat builder 
who completed his own sailboat and now sails it off the coast of Maine.

The story of the home on Fairfield begins with a traditional, tim-
ber-frame construction. Designed and constructed by New Hampshire 
architect, David Howard, the red oak timbers used to build the home were 
shipped from New Hampshire to Missouri for assembly. Upon the comple-
tion of the frame, a “topping out” ceremony was held at the home.

The topping out ceremony is a builder’s rite—an ancient tradition 
thought to have originated in Scandinavia around 700 AD. To begin, a 
small tree was attached to the peak of the timber frame. In the past, the 
master carpenter gave a speech or made a toast at the topping out cere-
mony. It’s uncertain whether or not a speech or toast was made here, but 

an original photograph shows the completed frame with a tree secured at 
the peak.  In 2011, a two-car oversized garage was added to the house. In 
keeping with the timber-frame construction, the garage was constructed 
by a local timber frame builder in yellow pine. 

This property offers an economic opportunities as well as a chance to 
simply enjoy country living. The property includes a two-acre pond which 
offers an economic opportunity with aquaculture.  Currently the pond is 
stocked with largemouth bass and blue gill and is large enough to establish 
a fish farm. It’s also a great swimming hole and quite refreshing on a hot 
summer’s day. In addition, the property may be of interest to the Univer-
sity of Missouri to establish agroforestry at this site. The University of 
Missouri has been a leader in agroforestry for the past 10 years and have 
contributed significantly to the underlying science of agroforestry.  

With such a gorgeous, private location—it’s perfect to just relax and 
enjoy nature as the surrounding wildlife abounds. The home’s deck is a 
great platform for watching birds and animals in their natural environ-
ment. There are squirrels, rabbits, fox, opossums, deer, racoons, turkeys, 
and much more to enjoy. A number of bird species frequent the area 

T

657 Fairfield Valley Road 
Pacific, MO 63073
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including rare, pileated woodpeckers; eastern bluebirds; gold and purple 
finches; blue jays, great blue and green herons; and belted kingfishers.  

Watching the great blue and green herons and the belted kingfisher 
catch fish in the pond is a delightful experience. Every fall, a pair of 
wood ducks, a pair of mallards, and three Canadian geese arrive to spend 
the winter. They have been arriving every year for a very long time.  
There are also several large turtles that live in the pond who like to bask 
in the sun on logs left along the shore. 

The property has a long history of agriculture.  At the turn of the 
century, the property was a peach farm, and cows and pigs were part of 
the farm, providing meat for the family. The farmer, Mr. Niehaus, had six 
daughters before a son came along to help with the farm work. The re-
mains of the foundation of the Niehaus home and the cistern can be seen 
on the north side of the barn. To the south of the barn is a stone lined 
well that still contains water. In addition, what’s left of stone foundations 
for the animals’ shelters can be seen along the edge of the creek.  

The previous owners had a passion for conservation and worked 
to improve the property’s appearance as well as its soil condition. The 

land behind the barn was planted in “horse pasture mix,” which included 
alfalfa, timothy, red clover, and rye grass—the perfect seed mixture to 
fix nitrogen in the soil and prevent erosion. Behind the barn, there’s a 
perfect spot for a vegetable garden with plenty of room for a garden 
sufficient enough in size to feed a large family and have your own farm 
to table experience.

By taking classes at the Shaw Nature Reserve at Gray Summit, the 
previous owners were able to learn about the use of native grasses and 
forbs to improve the soil and prevent erosion while attracting bees, but-
terflies and other desirable insects, animals, and birds to the property.  

Two and a half acres of the property were planted in native grasses 
and forbs. This mix of plants improves the soil by sending deep roots into 
the soil which helps to break up the clay and prevents erosion. The native 
plants provide and added benefit through the beauty and color they bring. 
During the months of spring, summer and fall, new flowers continue to 
bloom attracting a variety of insect and birds while creating a spectacular 
and breathtaking view. To learn more about listing or purchasing a proper-
ty with acreage, contact The Rick & Tracy Ellis Team today.  
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A Different Approach  
to Suburban Living

New Town: 
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ocated in St. Charles, Missouri, New Town is a rare 
place that seamlessly combines city and suburban 
living into one environment. Built using the concept of 
new urbanism, New Town residents are able to enjoy a 
unique living experience. 

New urbanism is based on how cities and towns have been 
planned and developed for the last several centuries, focusing 
primarily on walkable blocks and streets, housing that’s in close 
proximity to shopping and entertainment, and accessible public 
spaces.

In other words, New Town has the best features of urban spaces 
with the comfort and convenience of the suburbs all wrapped up 
in one. A simple stroll down a neighborhood street is all it takes to 
know there’s something different about New Town. It’s quiet, quaint, 
and harkens back to an era long since passed. With a little magic in 
the town’s simple beauty, residents and visitors alike are captivated 
by the community’s lovely homes and neighborly feel.

The homes in New Town each face a main street, but the drive-
way and garage are located in the back and are accessible by a kind 
of alleyway. This type of traditional neighborhood design eliminates 
eye sores like garbage cans and garage interiors, which makes for a 
picturesque scene. 

Plus, the alleys cut down on traffic on the main neighborhood 
roads, allowing families and neighbors to enjoy their front yards with 
less disruption from vehicles. With so much freedom to play and roam, 
it’s easy to see how this traditional design cultivates a quintessential 
neighborhood atmosphere that’s hard to find today.

Adding to the area’s inherent charm, New Town’s list of shops 
and restaurants includes everything from bakeries and cafes to barber 

L
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shops, seamstresses, dentists, and more. It’s as if someone plucked 
the perfect neighborhood right from a movie and placed it in the real 
world. While residents are able to enjoy the convenience of New 
Town’s local market, churches, and dog groomer, visitors can fill an 
entire day with shopping, dining, relaxing, and more.

New Town even has the perfect setup for those who like to spend 
time outdoors. With three parks, playgrounds, and two swimming 
pools, you don’t have to go far to get some fresh air. In addition to 
these traditional outdoor spaces, New Town has three lakes that are 
available for swimming, canoeing and kayaking, and to top it all off—
the lakes are even stocked for fishing! 

The town’s countless paths for biking, skating, and running, getting 
from point A to point B is simple task with a beautiful view from 
every angle. Whatever your outdoor fancy, New Town’s exceptional 
walkability makes it easy to spend a day soaking up the sun. 

With so much to offer, it’s hard to believe there’s anything left 
to add, but New Town’s growth is far from finished. New shops, 
restaurants, and desirable amenities are only part of New Town’s 
constant evolution. Residential construction projects, including a beach 
district, are also in the works, making room for potential residents who 

are itching to become part of the fabric of New Town. 
If you’re interested in learning more about residential options in New 
Town, contact The Rick & Tracy Ellis Team today!  

EVENTS
New Town is all about community. From family 
movie nights to concerts and parades, residents 
and visitors alike have plenty of opportunities 
to experience the quaint and neighborly 
atmosphere of New Town throughout the year. 
To register for any of the following events, visit 
www.newtownstcharles.com.

Photography by Aaron Kranz
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20 Timber Trace Ct., 
Wentzville, MO 63385

$320,000
 - 4 BR Walk out LL Ranch Home
 - Elegant Interior Architecture, Hardwood Floors
 - Over 3000 sq. ft. of Living Space

Contact Vince Cafazza  
for more info: 314.369.8554
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Team Gateway 
To A Cure

Team Gateway 
To A Cure

Dedicated to increased awareness and education to give hope and comfort for 

those challenged with Parkinson’s. We are committed to raising awareness and funds 

for The Michael J. Fox Foundation to help become the Gateway To A Cure.

Visit us at teamgatewaytoacure.org to learn more.

Facebook: @TeamGatewaytoaCure  |  (314) 296-6230
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PAT DAFRON  |  Lead Buyers Agent for The Rick and Tracy Ellis Team
Pat Daffron has been a full time, experienced sales person since 1996, with 21 years of involvement in 
residential real estate in our community.  She prides herself in paying careful attention to details, main-
taining close contact with her clients, and ensuring that they are continuously updated throughout the 
transaction.  Pat is a Lead Buyers Agent for The Rick and Tracy Ellis Team and has had many accom-
plishments through out her career, here are just a few:

Member, Board of Governors
Member, Women’s Council of Realtors
Member, Multi-Million Dollar Agent Medallion
Member, Corporate Marketing & Relocation Specialist
Member, St. Charles County Board of Realtors since 1996
Graduate, Realtors Advantage Plus Program
Short Sales Specialist
Designated REHAB Mortgage Program Specialist
Designated RELOCATION Specialist – Certified Since 1998
Missouri Association of Realtors Certificate of Award of Excellence – Summit Level Award
St. Charles County Board of Realtors – Recognition of Outstanding Achievement Award
Proud Recipient of MEDALLION AWARD

KEVIN JAYNE  |  Closing Coordinator
Kevin Jayne‘s passionate love and knowledge for the Real Estate Industry shows in each one of his 
transactions. His clients first become his friends but by the end of the transaction they become part of his 
extended family. Kevin grew up in St. Louis County and received his bachelor’s Degree from the Uni-
versity of Missouri St. Louis. He worked for the State of Missouri for thirteen years and then decided to 
pursue a career in Real Estate. Kevin has been helping people with all their real estate needs for 30 years. 
He first earned his Real Estate Sales License and one year later, he obtained his Broker’s License. Kevin’s 
knowledge of the Real Estate Industry is very well rounded as he held various positions throughout his 
successful career. He has held and performed a multitude of various positions and functions for real estate 
companies, such as a sales associate, a mentor, an acting broker, and a broker manager. Kevin has owned 
and operated his own Real Estate Company, Mortgage Company and Title Company.  He is very experi-
enced and educated in all aspects of the real estate transaction and when working with a buyer or seller, 
Kevin will be there to help and guide them through the entire process.

Kevin is a member of the East Central Board of Realtors where he has served as past MLS Director, 
Board Director, and Member of Grievance Committee. He is currently one of Missouri’s State Board 
Directors and President of the Board Elect for 2019.

The Rick & Tracy Ellis Team  
are proud to announce their  

newest team members!
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TIFFANY SURVANT  |  Expansion Team Lead for Lincoln, Warren and Pike County
Tiffany Survant began her career in Real Estate over 30 years ago. Tiffany’s early years were spent learn-

ing Real Estate from a Developer/Builders point of view. Tiffany worked on Building several developments 
for single family residences in Lincoln, St. Charles, and Warren County. Those businesses would eventually 
employ 20 plus agents, and later be purchased by Better Homes & Gardens. The Construction company is still 
going strong. Tiffany has the experience to cover all areas of Real Estate. One of her favorite clients to serve 
is the First Time Home buyer. The appreciation a client gives when helping them purchase their first home is 
overwhelming. These   clients eventually go on to purchase a Luxury Home or the second home at The Lake 
of the Ozarks. This is what makes The Survant Group, Powered by the Rick & Tracy Ellis Team, different. We 
have agents to serve all phases or locations of our Buyers & Sellers lives. 

The Survant Group, Powered by the Rick & Tracy Ellis Team, serves St. Charles, Lincoln, Warren, 
Montgomery & Pike Counties. We have several land specialist for Row Crop, Investment Properties, Hunting 
Ground and Hunting leases. The Survant Group, Powered by The Rick & Tracy Ellis Team offers you years of 
real estate experience along with marketing to a large audience. Not only will our clients properties be marketed 
to over 150+ websites, but we can also be heard weekly on The Rick & Tracy Ellis Show on FM NEWS TALK 
97.1. Tune in and listen to us discuss our listings on Saturday and Sunday along with special guests. If that were 
not enough, the first class Tracy Ellis Real Estate Magazine , found throughout Missouri & Illinois will bring 
buyers from all over to get your properties marketed and sold.  

RICK SURVANT  |  Expansion Team Lead for Lake of Ozarks
For 35 years, Rick Survant has been a business and sales executive working in 12 different states for some 

of the biggest and most successful companies in the HVAC and Machine Tool Industry. Rick now uses his 
knowledge and experience in the world of Real Estate. Rick’s wife, Tiffany, has been a Real Estate Professional 
for over 30 years and together they lead The Survant Group of Realtors. In March of 2018, Rick Survant joined 
The Rick & Tracy Ellis Real Estate Team as an Expansion Team Lead covering The Lake of the Ozarks and the 
counties that surround the lake area. Sellers who list their property with The Survant Group, Powered by The 
Rick & Tracy Ellis Team will find their properties promoted not only at the Lake of the Ozarks, but also in the 
St. Louis metro area. All of our properties will be found in the Tracy Ellis Real Estate Magazine and on The 
Rick and Tracy Ellis radio shows to reach the largest audience. Rick Survant is a regular co-host on The Rick & 
Tracy Ellis Show on KRMS. The radio shows can be heard on Saturday and Sunday on FM NEWS TALK 97.1 
in St. Louis or at Lake of the Ozarks on Saturdays on KRMS 97.5 at the lake. Rick enjoys helping buyers locate 
their lake home and does his research to qualify listings in advance and bring only the best options. When it’s 
time to tour property, don’t be surprised if you are doing so by boat with Rick. After all, how a property looks 
from the water is most important. A former employer and mentor of Rick’s describes him as a man who is “ded-
icated to the best interests of his customers.” If you choose Rick as your Realtor, you can expect that he will put 
your interests first and strive to exceed your expectations.

DARREN SPIRES/BROKER  |  The Rick and Tracy Ellis Team Commercial Division
Since 1999 I have been a real estate broker helping many achieve real estate goals whether it be commer-

cial, residential, or land sales and purchases. While blessed and successful, I made the decision in January to 
join within a powerful team atmosphere with tons of marketing muscle support behind it, not to mention a com-
pany with integrity, clout and training support like Keller Williams Chesterfield. The Rick & Tracy Ellis Real 
Estate Team seemed like a great, logical move to make, especially having prior great interactions with each of 
them. They have a fine team in place and I am pleased for this opportunity growing a new commercial division 
with the Rick & Tracy Ellis Real Estate Team where we will really market our listings and proactively uncover 
opportunities for our buyers as well. With our two existing radio shows on FM News talk 97.1 and now a third 
new broadcast on KRMS to support The Lake of The Ozarks, I expect remarkable things. Our top-quality print 
magazine Tracy Ellis a Guide to Real Estate will certainly enhance success for all.

This September my wife Michelle and I will celebrate another anniversary. I am blessed to have 3 won-
derful young adults and have lots of tuitions to pay so call me! As a long-term baseball, softball coach and boy 
scout leader you can count on me being around for the long term. Nothing is better for me than running into a 
past client at a Cardinal or Blues game or at the grocery store and getting a handshake or hug because they were 
pleased with my past efforts. To me, success means earning real friendships all along the way. I intend to really 
expand upon that principal starting yesterday! I’m here for you and we will find success.
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ere’s a truth you may not want to hear: eating healthy re-
quires effort. Planning ahead and shopping for ingredients 
are only the beginning. Once you bring home all those 
grocery bags loaded with fresh fruits and vegetables, you 
have to do something with them. Chop, measure, grind, 

slice. It’s work.
 Lucky for you, it’s 2018 and there’s an app for that. Just kidding, 

unfortunately. You still have to do the work, but with the right kitchen 
gadgets, and a few tips, tricks and shortcuts, healthy eating does not have 
to be a chore.

The kitchen gadgets that I could not live without:
A good knife. Any chef, whether it’s his first time in the kitchen or 

millionth time, knows the importance of a sharp, durable, easy to handle 
knife. The sharper the knife, the faster you finish chopping.

Vitamix (or any high-speed blender). What’s easier and faster than 
tossing your ingredients into one place and pressing blend? A morning 
smoothie is a super quick breakfast option that’s just as easy as a bowl of 
cereal. But, what about after breakfast? Don’t put your blenders away yet. 
A high-speed blender is a fast and efficient way to mix soups and pancake 
batter, grind coffee beans and nut butters, and blend sauces and salad 
dressings. You can even use your high-speed blender to churn out some 

H
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Must-Have Kitchen Gadgets 
for Healthy Eating

Photo credit: Tony Meoli

Emilia Rizzuto, Wellness Expert

FEATURE
ARTICLE
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homemade ice cream. So much healthier than buying the commercial, 
mass produced stuff. Without question, a high-speed blender is the most 
used piece of equipment in my house.

Measuring spoons and cups. Simple and inexpensive, measuring 
cups and spoons will keep you from adding too much oil or sweetener 
into your food as you cook, a big bonus if you’re eating healthy to lose 
weight. Because I love to bake, I keep two sets of measuring spoons and 
cups at home so I always have a clean set ready. 

Silicone Baking Mat. Healthy eating means baking instead of 
frying. Reusable, non-stick silicone baking mats require very little oil 
and no foil or parchment paper, which saves you money in the long run. 
Combine a silicone baking mat with a roasting pan and you’ve got the 
tools to build a healthy dinner.

Garlic grinder. Flavor, flavor, flavor. We use a lot of garlic in my 
house. It’s healthy, aromatic, and makes flavors come alive. The garlic 
grinder is a very inexpensive tool that has saved me a decent amount of 
time through the years. Toss the garlic in and spin!  

Chopper. I am constantly chopping onions or carrots or celery. 
Whether I’m making chili, soup, or crockpot meals, chopping is an 
inescapable part of cooking. But it doesn’t have to be time consuming. 
With the chopper, not only is everything cut into equal sized pieces, but 
the work is done within minutes. Afterward, just toss the chopper into 
the dishwasher or give it a quick rinse and you’re done.  Side bonus: no 
tears from the onion.  

Spiralizer. Don’t be intimidated by this trendy gadget, which you 
could find for about $20. It requires nothing more than placing your veg-
etable (or fruit) into the spiralizer and cranking the handle. Within sec-
onds, you’ve replaced plain old spaghetti with nutrient rich substitutes. 
Curly sweet potato fries, zucchini noodles, carrot noodles, butternut 
squash noodles are just the beginning. Even kids love to use this one. 

Salad spinner. Eating healthy means washing fruits and veggies. 
Washing means drying. Nothing is worse than washing a head of lettuce 
or greens, then spending precious minutes trying to blot the water with 
paper towels. With a salad spinner, you can do both: rinse your greens 
and spin them dry. Plus, it’s fun to use. 

Pressure cooker aka instant pot. The name says it all. Instant. 
Cooking has never been this fast or this easy. Unlike a slow cooker, 
which needs to be dealt with in the morning, a pressure cooker gives you 

the luxury of making a nutritious, home-cooked dinner in half an hour 
or less after work. With a little batch cooking prep on Sunday, you’d 
have to do nothing more than throw the prepped meal into the pressure 
cooker, then sit back, relax, and enjoy.

Immersion Blender. A little gadget with a big purpose. Don’t feel 
like pulling out your huge food processor? Use an immersion blender. 
It’s the perfect tool to puree soups, mash potatoes, or blend hummus. 
This tool is a must in my house.

Ceramic coated cookware. While not exactly a time saving gad-
get, ceramic coated cookware is an essential change for anyone looking 
to lead a healthy lifestyle. Traditional Teflon-coated cookware (PTFE) 
leeches estrogen-disrupting chemicals known as xenoestrogens into your 
food. Xenoestrogens are chemicals that mimic estrogen in the body, and 
can mess with hormone levels.  Many manufacturers now offer ceramic- 
or enamel-coated cookware.  I recommend a brand called Xtrema.  

The list could go on and on: hand held microplane, can opener, 
whisk, veggie brush (for organic vegetables that don’t need to be peeled), 
mason jars, glass storage containers, beeswax wrap, silicone lids, fruit 
bowls to sit on the counter for easy snacking, and of course, my personal 
favorite, an electric tea kettle.  

You don’t need to go out and spend $1000 to eat healthy. After all a 
simple salad requires nothing more than a cutting board, bowl, and knife. 
But even picking up a few of these gadgets or applying a handful of my 
tips will get you on the road to a healthy lifestyle.

If you would like help setting up your kitchen, please email me at: 
emilia@ugetrealhealth.com. 

Emilia Rizzuto  |  emilia@UGetRealHealth.com
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TUNE IN TO:
the Rick & Tracy Ellis Show every 

Saturday at 9 AM and Sunday  
at 10 AM on FM NEWS TALK 97.1

You can also tune in on
 98.4 FM & 1490 AM

Ellis
Show

Saturday at 9 AM  &  Sunday at 10 AM

TheRick&
Tracy

www.TracyEllis.com

ANNOUNCING:
Our NEW RADIO SHOW 

every Saturday 
at 11 am at  Lake  

of the Ozarks
Ellis

Show

TheRick&
Tracy

Saturday
at 11 AM

NEWSTALK 1150 AM
97.5 FM & 103.3 FM
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$1,399,900
1115 Scenic Ridge Dr
Eureka, MO 63025

Contact Rick & Tracy Ellis for info: 
636.299.3702 or 636.699.2197  |  TracyEllis.com

$2,100,000
12819 Conway Rd

Creve Coeur, MO 63141

$2,100,000
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We now have partners in Illinois  
to serve our Illinois clients!

Now, our Illinois FM NEWS TALK 97.1 listeners homes  
will be featured on our weekly radio shows  

and in our real estate magazine.`

“Plant your roots with us”

“Plant your roots with us”

You’ve been asking... 
we are answering.  

Grey

Red

ILLINOIS
PARTNER



We, the Generations Realty Team, 

are grateful to be partnered with 

Rick and Tracy Ellis to represent 

Metro East Illinois.

In our experience, a home isn’t a dream home because 
of its room dimensions. It’s about how you feel when you 
walk through the front door – A home is your foundation 
where memories are made, and life is lived out. We are 
Clients First. These two words drive EVERYTHING we do. 
We are committed to listening and helping you realize 
YOUR goals. We do the RIGHT thing, NO EXCEPTIONS. We 
will be HONEST and DIRECT even when it is hard to do so. 
We VALUE your time, your equity, your business. We are 
DEEPLY COMMITTED to making your dream a reality. 

Keller Williams has presented many opportunities 
and learning experiences; which is not typical of receiving 
as an independent agency. One of the most impressive 
experiences was Keller Williams Family Reunion held 
in Anaheim, California. This event exposes agents 
of all calibers with quality content, quality training, 
knowledgeable mentors and coaches. Every class 
emphasized the importance of fiduciary, friendly, and 
professional service. Outside of class, Keller brought 
agents and vendors together to discuss what the 
consumer needs, wants, and how to provide quality 
advice combined with the best experience. 

This is and has always been our goal. We strive to 
provide our clients with excellent service by utilizing the 
best photographers, home staging companies, technology, 
and staff to service you through the listing and purchase 
transaction. We recognize you have a choice when it comes 
to working with real estate professionals and look forward 
to earning your trust. Our team will guide and help you 
discover the smarter way to buy and sell real estate. We, 
the Generations Team, are always willing to give advice on 
the Illinois Metro East real estate market and are ready to 
help you with any of your real estate needs!

The Generations Realty Team
1254 University Drive Ste. 200  |  Edwardsville, IL 62025

www.finleyteamsells.com  |  618-623-0252

ILLINOIS 
PARTNER
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The Generations Realty Team
1254 University Drive Ste. 200  |  Edwardsville, IL 62025

www.finleyteamsells.com  |  618-623-0252

MLS# 18000969
7016 Bellingham Circle
O’Fallon, IL 62269
$277,000

MLS# 18000989
403 Crestwood Estates Drive
Collinsville, IL 62234
$249,900

MLS# 18020283
1301 North 2nd Street
Swansea, IL 62226
$119,900

MLS# 18000594
10 Trailridge Lane
Glen Carbon, IL 62034
$207,000

MLS# 18007520
701 Glen Mor
Shiloh, IL 62221
$154,000

MLS# 18005320
711 South 15th Street
Belleville, IL 62220
$99,000

MLS# 17082816
1602 Thunderbird Lane
Belleville, IL 62221
$143,900

MLS#17041996
South State Route 157
Glen Carbon, IL 62034
$480,000

MLS# 18008113
200 3rd Street
Collinsville, IL 62234
$154,900

MLS# 17050550
2455 Cleveland Boulevard
Granite City, IL 62040
$104,500.00

MLS# 17090107
47599 160th Avenue
Pearl, IL 62361
$299,500

MLS# 16072307
701 South 5th Street
Caseyville, IL 62232
$130,000

PENDING: SOLD:

ACTIVE:

ILLINOIS
PARTNER
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The Generations Realty Team
1254 University Drive Ste. 200  |  Edwardsville, IL 62025

www.finleyteamsells.com  |  618-623-0252

MLS# 16080442
25 Ginger Lake Drive S
Glen Carbon, IL 62034
$135,000

MLS# 16072302
416 Princeton Avenue
Edwardsville, IL 62025
$145,000.00

MLS# 16049611
4247 Bassen Drive
Swansea, IL 62226
$145,000

MLS# 17029562
104 East Jefferson St.
O’Fallon, IL 62269
$149,900

MLS# 17015261
211 Whitehall Drive
O’Fallon, IL 62269
$158,000

MLS# 17077628
4 Kimberly Court
Collinsville, IL 62234
$165,000

MLS# 17063164
214 Parkmanor Drive
Columbia, IL 62236
$169,500

MLS# 17005919
419 Geaschel Drive
Caseyville, IL 62232
$170,000

MLS# 17060568
504 Cortner Drive
Smithton, IL 62285
$180,000

MLS# 17027826
119 Broadstone Drive
Fairview Heights, IL 62208
$185,000

MLS# 16069507
86 Stonebrook Drive
Highland, IL 62249
$192,000

MLS# 16059511
3801 Appaloosa Drive
Swansea, IL 62226
$240,000

ILLINOIS 
PARTNER



Iean Finley,  
Broker Agent 
618-208-0315 

Lindsey Junge,  
Broker Agent 
618-719-3292
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Jenna Gripp,  
Office Assistant 
618-623-0252

Melissa Finley,  
Office Manager  
618-310-0119

The Generations Realty Team
1254 University Drive Ste. 200  |  Edwardsville, IL 62025

www.finleyteamsells.com  |  618-623-0252

TESTIMONIALS:
Iean did a fantastic job. He showed a wide selection 

of houses in my price range. He was quick to respond 
when the house I ended up purchasing appeared on the 
market. Additionally, he gave great feedback on offers 
and what would be a good price to offer with. I purchased 
the house knowing it would need some work. Iean was 
excellent in helping negotiate the money I would need to 
get the work done.                      — Derek S.

Iean Finley was so helpful and did so many extras 
to make my house sell. I had moved from the area. He 
willingly helped with any problems that arose--seeing that 
repairs were done. He found a buyer for my house.  
I am completely satisfied with the sale of my house.

— Janet M.

Iean was super helpful in my home search! I was 
very picky, and he never gave up on helping me find the 
perfect home! When it came down to the negotiations 
he helped me fight and advised me of my best options 
moving forward!

Iean has worked with me on 4 home purchases over 
the years. He always does a great job of working through 
all the details to satisfy the lenders, the sellers, and of 
course my company’s CFO. (We purchase homes for 
rentals). I have personally recommended him to many 
sellers and buyers and I will continue to do so!

I met Iean about a year ago. These guys are very 
honest which can be hard to find these days. He sold my 
house remodel in 6 days for a great ROI for me. I continue 
to work with his team, they really have good knowledge of 
the market. 

I sold my house because of a job change. I selected 
Iean because he was interested in working with me to 
get the house ready for the market. He knew the local 
market and was eager to get my house sold. He was very 
responsive to the vagaries of the market and worked with 
me to get the most out of the house. It took longer than 
I expected but eventually we found a buyer and sold the 
house. I would recommend Iean if you’re in the market 
either buying or selling a house. It was a pleasure to work 
with Iean and the folks at Generations Realty.

Courtney Yates,  
Office Assistant  
618-623-0252
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Sundae 
   Ballpark

unday ice-cream outings were a tradition for most families 
in Tamara Keefe’s southern California town, but for Tamara 
and her family, heading out for ice cream after church was 
a luxury they couldn’t afford. When Tamara’s mother pur-
chased a hand-churn ice cream maker at a garage sale for 

just $2, the family’s luck changed, and they were able to create a Sunday 
tradition all their own. 

Eventually, other church members came together to enjoy home-
made ice cream with her family every Sunday. These neighborhood gath-
erings around a couple scoops of cool, smooth ice cream made a lasting 
impact on Tamara. To this day, ice cream is a source of love, family, 
and community, and she’s set out on an impressive mission to share that 
sense of belonging with as many people as she can.

In 2014, Tamara left her high-powered job in corporate America to 
make a living off of her greatest passion—ice cream. Utilizing her 26 
years of experience in the food industry and her unmistakable talent for 
making ice cream that’s simply to die for, Tamara expanded her start-up 
ice cream business by opening Clementine’s Naughty and Nice Cream-
ery in 2015. From there, she’s cultivated an ice-cream empire that’s sure 
to keep on growing.

Clementine’s is one of fourteen micro-creameries in the country 
and is the first and only of its kind in the Midwest. With this distinction 
comes strict guidelines, and Tamara has taken every step to ensure her 
product is the cream of the crop. All of their ingredients are responsibly 
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sourced, and everything is 100 percent natural. Tamara looks to use 
local ingredients whenever possible, but from Brooklyn to as far as Italy, 
she’ll go wherever necessary to find the best of the best.

Her small-batch ice cream is handcrafted at their state-of-the-art, 
FDA-certified facility that has 5,000 square feet of ice-cream-making 
magic. Made using only rBst- and hormone-free dairy, Clementine’s is 
the only creamery in the St. Louis area to use locally-sourced cows that 
are grass-grazed and pasture-fed, resulting in a delicious treat with about 
50 percent less sugar than most ice creams. 

If that isn’t impressive enough, all of their toppings and extra-de-
lectable additions like cookies, candies, pies, their wildly popular gooey 
butter cake, and scrumptious sauces are made from scratch. It’s this kind 
of care and attention to detail that makes Tamara a master of her craft, 
churning out a product that keeps customers coming back for more.

Clementine’s offers a wide selection of signature flavors from Tom-
my’s Toffee Butter Brickle, which is based off her mom’s original recipe, 
to naughtier treats like Maple Bourbon. Except for the staple flavors, Ta-
mara keeps things interesting by switching it up every couple of months. 
Return customers (of which there are many) can almost always expect to 
see something new on the menu. 

Using a patent-pending process, Tamara infuses her ice cream with 
wine, spirits, and local brews. It’s a trade secret that’s allowed Clemen-
tine’s to serve tempting, boozy ice cream delights with up to 18 percent 
alcohol. The moral of the story is: if you plan on going for naughty over 
nice, it might be smart to nominate a designated driver. 

Along with boozy favorites, Clementine’s has expanded over the 
years to include gelato, sorbet, European sipping chocolate, and even 
vegan ice cream. In other words—Tamara has cultivated an ice-cream-
lover’s paradise.

Are your taste buds tingling yet? If so, it might be time to head to 
Clementine’s Naughty and Nice Creamery on the double. With such 
a booming fan base, Clementine’s is expanding fast, so you have a 
couple option to choose from, and there will be even more in the near 
future. You can visit Clementine’s at their flagship location in Lafayette 
Square or at their shop in Clayton, Missouri. Soon, the creamery will 
be adding a third location in the South Hampton area off of Macklind.

Can’t make it to a store? That’s okay! You can order pints of your 
favorites from signature to seasonal and even custom flavors online. 
If you live in St. Louis, you might even be lucky enough to spot the 
Clementine’s ice-cream truck or stop for a quick scoop (or two) from the 
“Spoons & Spokes” ice-cream cart. Next time you’re at the Fox Theatre, 
you’ll also see Clementine’s ice cream for sale, and you can even eat it 
right in your seat!

Now through October, you can also enjoy Clementine’s ice 
cream while helping a great cause. The scoop shop has teamed up 
with the St. Louis Cardinals this season to create their limited edition 
“Sundae at the Ballpark.” Featuring a scoop of Midnight Pleasures 
chocolate and Madagascar vanilla, this amazing treat is topped with 
a hardy helping of chocolate-covered peanuts and molasses puff from 
the Chocolate, Chocolate, Chocolate Co.; house-made honey peanut 
butter sauce; strawberry sauce; hot fudge; Cracker Jacks; whipped 
cream; and a cherry—all served in a Cracker Jack box. “Sundae at 
the Ballpark” costs $8.95, and 50 percent of the sales will be donated 
to Cardinals Care.

Whatever your flavor, you’ve simply got to try this award-winning 
ice cream which BuzzFeed called the Best Ice Cream in Missouri. For 
more information about Clementine’s Naughty and Nice Creamery, visit 
www.clementinescreamery.com where you can start planning for dessert 
at any time of day.  

“We are huge Cardinals fans and 

wanted to come up with something 

for families to enjoy together, which 

is why I created this gigantic sundae 

filled with all of your favorite things 

from the ballpark. The fact that we 

are doing this for such an incredible 

charity is the cherry on top.” 

— Owner Tamara Keefe
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Our law firm has over 120 years of experience  
in a variety of practice areas, including:

· PERSONAL INJURY LAW
· CORPORATE/BUSINESS LAW
· ESTATES, WILLS & TRUSTS
· DIVORCE & FAMILY LAW
· REAL ESTATE LAW
· CRIMINAL DEFENSE LAW
· MUNICIPAL LAW
· DEBT COLLECTIONS
· INSURANCE DISPUTES
· CIVIL RIGHTS LAW

When results &  
responsiveness matter

Contact us for a FREE consultation:
flynnguymon.com  
618.233.0480
info@flynnguymon.com
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The Home of Possibility...

EMPOWER     ENHANCE    ENABLE    ENGAGE
Company NMLS: 227262 | NMLS: 225653 | MO: 432-MLO

12140 Woodcrest Executive Drive | Suite 150 |  St. Louis, Mo  63141 |  Equal Housing Opportunity

DID YOU KNOW?  
USA MORTGAGE HAS BEEN REPEATEDLY RECOGNIZED AS THE LARGEST 
LENDER IN MISSOURI AND IS HEADQUARTERED HERE IN ST. LOUIS. 
We are local people serving our local communities.

DID YOU KNOW?  
USA MORTGAGE IS A FULL SERVICE MORTGAGE BANK.
In-house operations such as processing, underwriting, closing and funding means that we have total control of 
your mortgage transaction.  With the largest portfolio of loan products available, we are likely to have the 
perfect loan for you.

Every year since it’s inception in 2001, the St. Louis Business Journal™ has named USA Mortgage  among the top choices for a residential lender in 
the St. Louis metropolitan area.   We’ve also been awarded with that publication’s “Best Places to Work” three years in a row, and this year we were 
awarded the St. Louis Post-Dispatch Top Workplaces designation.   Let us show you why.

  Jerry Mayo
Senior Mortgage Banker
314.628.2008
jmayo@usa-mortgage.com
www.jerrymayo.com

SUPERIOR 
Retaining Walls 

& Fencing Inc .

From retaining walls  
for ponds and pools to  
fencing, patios, fireplaces and more— 
count on our well-trained staff to  
get the job done right.

618 .410.9183 
superiorretainingwallsfencing.com

Superior-Ad.indd   1 5/1/18   8:16 PM
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LAKE OF  
THE OZARKS

What is the Lake of the Ozarks?
ake of the Ozarks is a large reservoir created by im-
pounding the Osage River in the northern part of the 
Ozarks in central Missouri. Extents of three smaller trib-
utaries to the Osage are included in the impoundment: 
the Niangua River, Grand Glaize Creek, and Gravois 

Creek. The lake has a surface area of 54,000 acres and 1,150 miles of 
shoreline, and the main channel of the Osage Arm stretches 92 miles 
from end to end. The total drainage area is over 14,000 square miles.

The Lake of the Ozarks is like no other place in the state of 
Missouri, or the world for that matter. At the time of construction in 
1931, it was largest man-made lake in the United States and one of 
the largest in the world. It was created to provide hydroelectric power 
for customers of Union Electric, but it quickly became a significant 

tourist destination for the Midwest. Most of its shoreline is privately 
owned, unlike many flood-control lakes in the region that were con-
structed by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. The relatively stable 
surface elevation has created ideal conditions for private develop-
ment within a few feet of the shoreline. There are over 70,000 homes 
along the lake, many of which are vacation homes. Many restaurants 
and bars dot the shoreline of the lake and are accessible by boat or 
car. World-class fishing, recreation, water sports, entertainment and 
spectacular scenery characteristic of the Ozarks has helped to trans-
form the lake into a major resort area. If your plan is daytime fun, 
nighttime excitement or peace & tranquility, the Lake of the Ozarks 
has it all. It’s no wonder that people visit the Lake of the Ozarks from 
all over the country.  

or 35 years, Rick Survant has been a business and sales 
executive working in 12 different states for some of the 
biggest and most successful companies in the HVAC and 
Machine Tool Industry. Rick now uses his knowledge and 
experience in the world of Real Estate. Rick’s wife Tiffany, 

has been a Real Estate Professional for over 30 years and together they 
lead The Survant Group of Realtors. In March of 2018, Rick Survant 
joined The Rick & Tracy Ellis Real Estate Team as an Expansion Team 
Lead covering The Lake of the Ozarks and the counties that surround the 
lake area. Sellers who list their property with The Survant Group, Powered 
by The Rick and Tracy Ellis Team will find it promoted in lake area locally 
and in the St. Louis metro area in the Tracy Ellis Real Estate Magazine and 
on The Rick and Tracy Ellis radio shows to reach the largest audience. The 

radio shows can be heard on Saturday and Sunday on FM NEWS TALK 
97.1 in St. Louis or at Lake of the Ozarks on Saturdays on KMRS 97.5 
at the lake. Rick enjoys helping buyers locate their lake home and Rick 
does his research to qualify listings in advance and bring them only the 
best options. When its time to tour property, don’t be surprised if you are 
doing so by boat with Rick. After all, how a property looks from the water 
is most important. A former employer and mentor of Rick’s describes him 
as a man who is “dedicated to the best interests of his customers.” If you 
choose Rick as your Realtor, you can expect that he will put your interests 
first and strive to exceed your expectations.  
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We are proud to announce we are 
working with Rick Survant, Expansion 
Team Lead for Lake of Ozarks
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LAKE OF  
THE OZARKS

very Missourian knows you don’t have to travel far to 
experience the fun and relaxation of Missouri’s finest lake 
resort destination. It’s no secret that the Lake of the Ozarks 
is home to some of the best shopping, boating, golfing, 
fishing, and hiking around. With the area’s incredible prop-

erties and awe-inspiring setting, it’s no wonder so many families make it a 
priority to have fun on the lake. It’s the perfect place to relax and unwind.

Heron Hill is a 14-acre estate and is one of the highest points above 
the beautiful Lake of the Ozarks. With approximately 875 ft. of water-
frontage, this property is one of the best of the Ozarks. Located in the 
Four Seasons area, this property is seconds away from Horseshoe Bend 
and Bagnell Dam Boulevard. Offering a jaw-dropping, unobstructed 
eight-mile view of Lake Ozark, the Osage River, and Bagnell Dam, 
Heron Hill is listed at $12,000,000 as a commercial property. The list 
price includes the value for the land only as the Blue Heron Restaurant 
business is not for sale. The restaurant name will leave with its creator, 
Joseph H. Boer. Until Heron Hill has been sold, you’ll still be able to 
enjoy a fine dining experience at the Blue Heron. 

Heron Hill has so much to offer and is one of the most sought-after in 
the Lake of the Ozarks. With the waterfrontage and incredible acreage, this 
area would be perfect for a luxury apartment building, complete with a pool 
and a shopping community. Though it would be the perfect place to create a 
luxury community where families can come to vacation and enjoy the lake, 
nothing with this property is set in stone. Imagine a multi-story luxury hotel 
where every room would have an incredible view of either Lake Ozark or 
the majestic Osage River. The possibilities here are endless.  

• 14-acre estate
• 875 ft of waterfront
• Unobstructed 8-mile  

view of the lake
• Seconds from Horseshoe Bend  

and Bagnell Dam

E

$12,000,000 “The possibilities 
here are endless.”

Concept Art

Contact Rick Survant for info: 
636.290.3420 | ricksurvant@kw.com
www.TracyEllis.com
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Karl Lund and CAM 
Print Inc are great 
to work with. They 
always go the extra 
mile for Johnny 
Londoff Chevrolet.

 —John Londoff Jr at  
Johnny Londoff Chevrolet

Cam Print Inc is a  
business partner we’ve 
come to rely on. The 
personal service we 
get from CAM Print Inc 
is second to none.

—Sam Maiden at  
John Beal Roofing

I’m so happy my father 
started using CAM 
Print Inc for Carol 
House Furniture...
they’re the best price 
and service...

 —Brook Dubman at  
Carol House Furniture

FOR ALL OF YOUR DIGITAL AND 
CONVENTIONAL PRINTING 
NEEDS. PROUDLY SERVING  

ST. LOUIS FOR OVER 40 YEARS!

TWO LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU: 

Downtown St. Louis 
CAM Print Inc 
514 Pine Street 
St. Louis MO, 63101
314-241-0091 
downtown@camprint.com 

Westport /  
Maryland Heights 
CAM Print Inc 
824 Fee Fee Rd 
Maryland Heights, MO 63043
314-434-4636
westport@camprint.com 

Karl Lund   |  Vice President of Sales  |  CAM Print Inc 
314-393-5589  |  karl@camprint.com

CamPrint Ad-2017 v2.indd   1 4/10/17   9:00 PM

LAKE OF  
THE OZARKS

NOW you can tune in to The Rick & 
Tracy Ellis Show at Lake of the Ozarks

Large Land Parcel in  

Lake of the Ozarks
rime, one of kind real estate. Approximately 33 acres 
in the heart of the commercial center of beautiful 
Lake of the Ozarks. Overlooking Highway 54 in Lake 
Ozark, Missouri and the beautiful Osage River. Level 
undeveloped land ideal for retail store, shopping 

mall, theater, retirement village, multi-use development, apartment 
complex or other residential use. Would be a focal point as one enters 
the lake area and crosses the Osage River. With its high elevation and 
visibility, there is no other equivalent property in the area.

P

Wood River Road 
Lake Ozark, MO 65049 
$2,900,000

Contact Rick Survant for info: 
636.290.3420 | ricksurvant@kw.com

www.TracyEllis.com
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LINCOLN, WARREN 
AND PIKE COUNTY

The Rick & Tracy Ellis Team along with The 
Survant Group will be bringing attention to 

Lincoln, Warren and Pike Counties!

Grey

Red



LINCOLN, WARREN 
AND PIKE COUNTY

TIFFANY SURVANT

Expansion Team Lead for  
The Rick & Tracy Ellis Team

636.697.4495

CHAD MUDD

Farm and Land Division

636.262.6758

If you list your home with our team it will be  
featured on our 3 weekly radio shows, our 

magazine and over 150 web sites.
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is proud to announce they’re the Market Center Leads  
for the Keller Williams Land Division

WWW.TRACYELLIS.COM 
RICK ELLIS: 636-699-2197  |  TRACY ELLIS: 636-299-3702
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RANGELAND

FARMLAND

PRODUCTION AGRICULTURE

TIMBERLAND

HORSE AND EQUESTRIAN

VINEYARDS AND WINERIES

HUNTING AND RECREATIONAL  
“TROPHY PROPERTIES”

GUEST RANCHES AND CAMPS

TRANSITION AND  
DEVELOPMENT LAND

ACREAGE ESTATES  
OVER FIVE ACRES

OIL, GAS, MINERALS,  
AND ENERGY

CONSERVATION AND NATURAL  
RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

HOME ON ACREAGE, 5+

“FARM AND LAND” PROPERTY TYPES:

* Lands of America is the largest rural 
real estate listing network in the 
country. It consist of 153 owned 
and operated web sites, targeted 
towards buyers and sellers of land, 
farms, ranches, lake houses, mountain 
properties, timberland and rural 
residential homes.

MARKETING
• Exclusive Marketing Materials
• Listings syndicated to the nations largest  

land listing platform, Lands of America*
• Exclusive listing page kwfarmandranch.com
• Private mastermind group on Facebook  

to continue to bring you only the best!

PARTNERSHIPS
• Exclusive vendor network
• Exposure with Realtors Land Institute (RLI)
• Lands of America Exposure*
• Custom mapping platform, MapRight

WWW.TRACYELLIS.COM 
RICK ELLIS: 636-699-2197  |  TRACY ELLIS: 636-299-3702

BENEFITS TO OUR CLIENTS:
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“ Everything that slows us down and forces 
patience, everything that sets us back 
into the slow circles of nature is a help. 
Gardening is an instrument of grace.” 

— May Sarton

very year, as winter begins to thaw, giving way for 
spring’s beautiful reemergence, we begin to notice the 
harsh conditions and neglect the cold has had on the 
landscaping around our homes. Though the New Year 
started in January, the flowers and shrubbery that adorn 

the exterior of our homes are only just now waking up for the year. 
This makes spring the perfect time to treat your lawn and landscap-

ing to a fresh new makeover. Whether you’re just giving the outdoors 
a facelift or starting from scratch, these ideas and trends are sure to 
encourage you and yours to slow down and “smell the flowers.”

Collaborative landscaping
When first beginning your lawn design, the number of choices can 

become overwhelming. To help narrow things down, first take note of 
the elements that naturally exist in the space. By focusing your design 
plan around naturally occurring water features, trees, and wildflowers, 
you can create a collaborative design that feels entirely organic. 

In a large lawn, add shrubbery and flora that seamlessly fill negative 
space while staying mindful to leave enough room between each plant 
for maturing. Using this concept, you’ll find yourself in a flourishing 
oasis that’s as aesthetically pleasing as it is natural and vibrant.

Flowers, weeds, and more
When it comes to landscaping, you can’t have too much vibrancy. 

Colors of any and all kinds are welcome, and this year, purple is making 
a huge splash. Too add something unexpected to your usual go-to flow-
ers, try contrasting delicate plants with hardy, low-maintenance varieties 
like succulents and hydrangeas. 

This next idea might seem a bit wild, but why not try leaving weeds 
be this year? Say goodbye to the herbicides and let your garden flourish 

E

Gardening is an  
Instrument of Grace
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with the bright purples and yellows of common weeds. You’ll cut down 
on pruning time, and who knows, you might be surprised at how well 
these weeds fill out leftover space!

“Wabi Sabi” gardening 
We stress so much about having everything perfect. Allowing 

yourself to build imperfection into something as beautiful as a garden 
releases that responsibility to have everything just so, giving your stress 
levels a rest. With Wabi Sabi gardening, you can let nature take over 
your senses and keep you grounded. This style of gardening is perfect to 
create a serene meditation space to unravel and unwind.

TIP: Repurposing old materials can be a great way to add some 
imperfection to your garden. Using materials such as wood and stone to 
add a natural element can make a great contrast with gates, gardening 
tools, and other metals.

Tall grasses 
If you’re looking for a low-maintenance yard, try planting some tall 

grasses such as muhly, switchgrass, bluestem, or fountain grass. These 

grasses don’t require mowing, and they grow relatively fast. With tall 
grasses, you’ll be able to knock time off lawn maintenance and create 
a design that’s unique and bold. You can even use tall grass to create a 
natural privacy screen around seating areas and pools that feels natural 
and is also visually appealing.

TIP: Group these grasses into geometric patterns to create a clean 
plant system, but be sure to mix and match randomly to achieve a more 
natural look.

Water Features
The beautiful and calming sound of flowing water won’t ever go out 

of style. Rather than sticking with fountain-type structures, look to create 
a water feature that feels natural. Adding a rock waterfall to any outdoor 
area is a great way to add instant serenity to a space, and it’s perfect for 
filling in large areas of land. 

Reflecting pools are another popular trend sweeping luxury homes. 
They’re a bit more modern than more organic-style water features, but 
they’re just the right fit for a Zen garden as it’s easy to lose yourself in 
the whimsical waters.  
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12480 Robyn Rd  
Sunset Hills, MO 63127$1,250,000 Call Tracy for info: 

636.299.3702

GREAT PIECE OF 
PROPERTY IN A 
TERRIFIC LOCATION

•  Approx. 8.9 acres of land available 
for single family development

•  Build your dream home or up to 
seven custom built homes
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List with The Rick &  
Tracy Ellis Team!

Display your home on a cover 
PLUS have your home 

featured on 
FM Newstalk 97.1 

Tracy@TracyEllis.com,
Rick@TracyEllis.com 

or call 636.299.3702
for more 

information 

The Perfect Fit For All Of 
Your Formal Needs 

Chesterfield 
173 Hilltown Village 

636.519.7111 

Ladue 
9644 Clayton Rd. 

314.997.8900 

Maryland Heights 
87 Progress Pkwy 

314.576.5900 

O’Fallon 
2439 Hwy K 
636.272.4799 

South County 
5714 S. Lindbergh 

314.729.0004 

www.stallonesformalwear.com 
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BUYING &
SELLING

n today’s ultracompetitive real estate market, it’s said that 
potential buyers make up their minds within seconds of 
stepping inside a home. That’s why an ever-growing number 
of sellers turn to professional home stagers—whose services, 
some say, can add instant appeal and even sell a house up to 

40 days faster.
Their secret? An arsenal of optical illusions and psychological tricks 

that draw buyers’ eyes to all the right places. Yep, that’s right. Home 
stagers are fooling us! (And we love it). Here are some of the secrets of 
the dark art:

1. They never leave a room empty
Any home seller’s top goal is to make a small space look bigger. To 

get that look, you might be tempted to empty out the space and remove 
all your bulky furniture. But there’s a twist: Emptiness can actually make 
rooms look smaller.

Instead, professional stagers manipulate your visual percep-
tion of a room through the use of the right kind of furniture, says 
psychologist Kristie Barnett, author of “Psychological Staging: The 
Home Staging Secrets of the Decorologist.”

“An empty room gives buyers no point of reference for size,” 
Barnett says. “I have seen many buyers walk away from a vacant home 

because they falsely believe their own furniture will not fit in the master 
bedroom or that the living room will not provide enough seating for 
entertaining. Staging rooms with furniture helps establish the room’s size 
and helps a buyer visualize how they can arrange their own furniture.”

2. They really think about furniture placement
“We scan a room from left to right upon entry,” Barnett says. “If 

you place the tallest piece of furniture in the room in the far left corner, 
the room will appear larger.”

Placing a large or tall piece of furniture on either side of an entry-
way or door makes a room appear smaller, according to Barnett, while 
placing such pieces farther back in a room makes the space appear larger.

3. They use the ‘Rule of Three’
Interior designers swear by this golden rule of home staging, which 

involves grouping items—from chairs to lighting to artwork and accesso-
ries—in threes (or fives or sevens or nines).

According to Whitney Parrott, lead designer at Everything 
Creative Designs in San Diego, arranging items in odd numbers forces 
the eye to move around a space and makes the overall experience more 
natural and visually rich (compared with the forced feeling you might get 
from even numbers).

I
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4. They highlight focal points
Walk into any well-staged home, and you’ll notice great accent 

accessories positioned near a room’s best attributes. For example, a 
grouping of (three!) vases near a gorgeous fireplace or a large plant near 
a window with a view. Stagers also frequently position furniture at an 
angle to facilitate better movement in a square or skinny room, or to 
highlight existing focal points.

5. They create cozy conversation spaces
Prospective buyers want to socialize in a home’s common areas 

without moving chairs. Plus, placing furniture in conversational groups 
(think a love seat and two chairs) makes rooms feel larger.

In long rooms, consider creating two separate chat areas and delineat-
ing them with area rugs to create the illusion of more space. (Pro tip: Using 
just one rug that’s too large actually makes a room look smaller.) The back 
of a couch can also be a great divider between rooms in an open floor plan.

6. They don’t overdo it with rugs
“Unbroken floor space makes any room appear larger, which is why 

I recommend removing most rugs (except to anchor a conversation area), 
bed skirts, and items off the floor of closets,” Barnett says. She likes 
using furniture with long legs to further the effect.

7. They use consistent color to make rooms flow
Weaving the same pops of color throughout your home allows your 

space to flow cohesively from one room to the next, according to Parrott. 
Incorporate similar hues across rooms in pillows, artwork, and accesso-
ries. Generally, stagers recommend dedicating 60% of a room’s space to 
a single color, 30% to a secondary color, and 10% to an accent.

8. They let mirrors create the illusion of space
Designers universally agree that mirrors make small rooms appear 

bigger by reflecting light. According to Canadian stager Martha Stan-
ton-Smith, when a buyer catches a glimpse of himself in a mirror, “he 
will literally see himself in the house. The subliminal suggestion will tell 
him he has a connection.”

9.  They never underestimate the power of a well-
placed curtain rod

Hanging curtain rods just below the ceiling (as opposed to above the 
window) adds the illusion of height to an otherwise average-size room.

10. They find a style that works—and stick to it
Consistency in furniture style provides a sense of continuity and 

calm that prospective buyers expect and will remember.
“If the living room is contemporary, the rest of the home should 

also be a contemporary style,” Parrott says. “Don’t hop from contempo-
rary to traditional to eclectic. Stick with one.”

11. They skip the dresser
Remember, the objective of staging is generally to make each 

space look larger. That’s why stagers never include dressers and other 
“arbitrary” furniture, unless they’re working with a very large space. (If 
you need a place to stash your duds, consider renting a storage unit or 
organizing nonessential items in clear plastic bins in a closet or garage.)

12. They stash the TV
Most professionally staged homes ditch television sets, which 

can occupy valuable wall space and often make rooms appear smaller. 
If you’re living in your staged home, consider using a laptop or iPad 
for those Netflix binge sessions. The caveat? If your set is flat-screen, 
appropriately sized, and wall-mounted, it can stay—just as long as it’s in 
common living areas and out of bedrooms.

13. They let the light in
Ample lighting adds what pros call “visual square footage”—the 

illusion of more space. All windows should be thoroughly cleaned to let 
the light in. Then, swap out heavy, room-darkening drapes or heavy blinds 
for opaque, light-filtering window treatments or light curtains. Use wall 
sconces, floor lamps, and task lighting to add more wattage on the cheap.

While these tips might seem overwhelming to design rookies, you 
don’t really need a degree in psychology to sniff them out—or to use 
them in your own space.

“At its core, staging is all about creating high-impact vignettes to 
distract the eye,” Parrott says. “When in doubt, remember this: Less is 
always more.”  

www.inhanceitstaging.com   |  info@inhanceitstaging.com
314-486-5354 
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11045 Koch Rd 
Bloomsdale, MO 63627

FEATURE
ARTICLE

urrounded by the best features Missouri’s landscape has to 
offer, this property is a tranquil dream with gently rolling 
hills, meadows, and heavily wooded areas The Koch 
Road home sits on around 97 acres of land with two small 
ponds, a creek with year-round water flow, and a 37.9-acre 

pecan tree orchard that’s lined with mature hardwoods.
With such a large area, the property is excellent for hunting small-

game and turkey, and due to additional food sources in the neighboring 
row crops to the north and west, there are numerous opportunities for 
whitetail deer hunting. In addition, there are several great food plots as 
well as scratching and dusting locations.

Long, winding trails stretch throughout the acreage. These trails 
are perfect for riding horseback and ATVs or simply enjoying the 
jaw-dropping scenery. As if that’s not appealing enough, the home 
even overlooks a gorgeous, fully-stocked lake as well as a rustic log 
cabin and cottage.

S
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Equipped with a kitchen, wood-burning stove, a full bath, and 
sleeping quarters, the cabin is a great space to enjoy some quiet time 
away from the hustle and bustle of the day-to-day. With a large porch 
and a beautiful, natural-wood interior, the cabin’s rustic and simplistic 
vibe creates an immediate sense of calming and warmth.

The cabin and cottage sit right on the water’s edge, which makes 
spending a weekend by the lake a hassle-free experience. With land and 
property features like this, there’s plenty of opportunity to enjoy nature 
and take some time to relax and unwind. Along with the cabin and cot-
tage, the property has a 30x30 pole barn with a 12-foot door as well as a 
32x32 pole barn with a 10-foot door and a 12x12 utility shed.

Nestled in the middle of this pristine rural playground, the home 
offers over 3,000 square feet of perfect comfort. Featuring three beds and 
two baths, it’s a great fit for a small family or couple who love the out-
doors. The home’s open floor plan makes for a space that’s open and airy, 
accentuated by numerous windows and a gorgeous wrap-around porch.

In addition, the home features an attached two-car garage as well 
as two wood-burning fireplaces and even a wood-burning furnace. There 
have been various updates throughout the finished lower-level walkout. 
This upgraded space is a wonderful family hangout spot that’s also just 
right for entertaining guests.

With quick access to nearby highways, this property has all of 
the desirable elements of a rustic, country home without the incon-
venience of a truly rural location. The home’s proximity to local 
highways makes for an easy commute to St. Louis and surrounding 
areas, which means you really can have the best of the country and 
the city all at once. 

For more information about this hidden treasure in  
Bloomsdale, Missouri, or if you’re looking for agents with  
experience marketing and selling rural properties, contact The  
Rick & Tracy Ellis Team today!  
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THE ELLIS TEAM LISTINGS:  

 ✦ The Ellis’ have 2 professional 
photographers and feature 
their listings with HDR 
photography, aerial and sunset   
photography along with video.

 ✦ 3-D imagery and videography

 ✦ The Ellis’ listings are show-
cased on www.tracyellis.com, 
www.rickandtracyellis.com, 
and 157 additional web sites.

 THE ELLIS TEAM MAGAZINE:

 ✦ Publisher, creator and editor of 
Tracy Ellis: Real Estate Magazine.

 ✦ You’ll find the magazine in over 
150 businesses in St. Louis, St. 
Charles County, Lincoln, Lake 
of the Ozarks and Illinois

 ✦ The Rick & Tracy Ellis Team will 
write a story about your property, 
not just a paragraph in the MLS.

 ✦ Your home could be featured 
on the cover, but will definitely 
be featured in our magazine

 

STRATEGIC MARKETING:

 ✦ The Rick and Tracy Ellis show 
airs every Saturday at 9 am 
and Sunday at 10 am on FM 
NEWS TALK 97.1, 98.7 FM, 
& 1490 AM in STL and every 
Saturday at 11 am at Lake of 
the Ozarks on 97.5 FM, 104.9 
FM, and 1150 AM.

 ✦ All of our listings are promoted 
on all of our weekly radio 
shows on 6 different stations.

 ✦ Sandy Miller from FOX 2 News 
joins us every Saturday at 9 am 
and shares our show on her 
social media.

 ✦ We have many websites to gen-
erate traffic, including our own 
pages on FM NEWS TALK 97.1.

 ✦ The Ellis’ plan social/charita-
ble events to target the right 
audience. They planned an 
event for 150 guests at their 
listing at 1126 Wings Rd. in St. 
Albans that benefited MMMF. 
Tracy Ellis is on the Executive 
Board of Directors of several 
charities in the area and heads 
up the Committee for Events 
and Fundraising on two chari-
ties, The Base Foundation and 
the Keira Strong Forever Foun-
dation. This allows the Ellis’ to 
host events in their properties 
and bring even more attention 
to their listings including local 
media coverage. The Ellis’ re-
cently had Josh Flagg in town 
from Million Dolllar Listing LA 
for an event at a $30,000,000 
home in Lake St. Louis to ben-
efit Little Patriots Embraced.

 ✦ Posts and targets ads daily on 
all social networks including 
Facebook, Twitter, Instagram 
and LinkedIn.

 ✦ Advertising in Ladue News

 ✦ Monthly advertising in the 
HOMES Magazine and The 
Ellis’ are the ONLY Realtors with 
front page mention in EVERY 
issue. Over 20,000 publications 
go out to every store in St. Louis 

monthly and the Ellis’ always 
have a full page with 16 homes 
featured each issue

 ✦ Morning LIVES/ Commercials 
with Marc Cox and Denys 
Schaffer from The Marc Cox 
Show on FM NEWS TALK 
97.1, you’ll also find a video 
testimonial from Marc Cox on 
www.tracyellis.com

 ✦ Afternoon LIVES/Commercials 
with Annie Frey on The Annie Frey 
Show on FM NEWS TALK 97.1

 ✦ The Rick and Tracy Ellis Team 
have had properties featured 
on Show Me St. Louis and FOX 
2 News in the morning 6 times 
in 2017.

PARTNERS/NETWORKING:

 ✦ The Ellis Team are members 
of KW Luxury International, 
allowing our properties to be 
showcased internationally 
and translated into almost 20 
languages.

 ✦ The Ellis Team are the  
ONLY Realtors with a banner  
at the top of the home page  
on Stltoday.com/homes where 
you’ll also find all of their 
listings displayed in Featured 
Properties with a direct link  
to www.tracyellis.com and  
our radio shows.

 ✦ Networking is very important, 
so we’re always learning and 
improving. We work with top 
real estate agents all over the 
USA who are also guests on 

M A R K E T I N G  A P P R O A C H
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our radio show and in  
our magazine.

 ✦ We have an Expansion Team 
at the Lake of the Ozarks, The 
Survant Group. We can market 
your lake properties locally in 
St. Louis on our 2 weekly radio 
shows, on the radio show at the 
Lake of the Ozarks, and in our 
magazine. If you have a property 
you need SOLD at the Lake of 
the Ozarks or if you are looking 
to buy we have the marketing 
and networking to help you!

 ✦ Our team is a department 
lead for the KW Land Division. 
This means that all of your 
properties that qualify (which 
includes properties with 5+ 
acres) will go out to over 153 
additional websites nationwide, 
including Lands of America 
where properties receive 
thousands of views which turn 
into buyer leads.

 ✦ We also have great partners 
in Illinois who now have a 
section in our magazine and 
are featured on our radio 
shows as well. This has 
created a great referral source 
and our magazines are now 
found in Illinois.

 ✦ Our team is working on 
creating a partnership with 
teams in other states as well, 
we will soon be announcing 
an expansion team in Florida 
along the Emerald Coast.

 ✦ The Ellis Team is one of a few 
Realtors in the St. Louis area 
that are members of KW Land, 
Lands of America and Luxury 
International to give their 
properties national exposure.

 ✦ The Ellis Team has an 
Expansion Team, The Survant 
Group, for Lincoln, Warren, and 
Pike Counties. Tiffany Survant 
has 30 years experience in real 

estate and now she is bringing 
a lot of marketing attention by 
Radio and print to an area that 
up till now hasn’t received the 
attention it deserves.

 ✦ Our team now has a Broker, 
Darren Spires, who has over 20 
years experience that leads our 
Commercial Division. We also 
promote our commercial prop-
erties on all our radio shows 
and in our magazine as well.

 

ADMINISTRATIVE MARKETING

 ✦ The Ellis Team has a marketing 
assistant who creates all of our 
marketing materials such as 
post cards, door knockers and 
brochures.

 ✦ The Ellis Team has a full time of-
fice manager who currently han-
dles the paperwork on all files, 
constant contact with all clients 
and all administrative work.

 ✦ We also have a full-time 
contract-to-close coordinator 
who is a licensed Broker with 
30 years experience who will 
handle the transaction from 
contract to close, including ne-
gotiating building inspections.

 ✦ The Ellis Team has a social 
media expert to handle all of 
our social media needs to make 
sure our clients homes are 
receiving maximum exposure.

 ✦ The Ellis Team has several 
experienced, full-time agents 
on our team who specialize 
with both buyers and sellers. 
The Ellis’ have many years of 
experience with Relocation 
buyers and have worked 
with several of the National 
Relocation companies as well.

 ✦ The Ellis Team has a terrific, 
professional designer who 
creates our magazines and 
team literature.

 ✦ The Ellis Team has a full-time 
writer on staff for stories in mag-
azine, MLS and social media.

 

THE RICK & TRACY ELLIS TEAM 
EXPERIENCE

 ✦ Rick & Tracy have both been 
in real estate for over 20 years. 
They’ve hosted their own 
weekly radio show for over 7 
years and created/published 
their own real estate mag-
azine for over 4 years. You’ll 
find their magazine, Tracy Ellis: 
REAL ESTATE MAGAZINE in 
over 150 businesses through-
out the St. Louis area year 
round. Rick and Tracy Ellis 
have sold over $200 million 
in real estate. The Ellis’ have 
a passion for marketing and 
have enjoyed telling the story 
of their properties. It’s very 
important to The Ellis’ to do 
everything they can to make 
sure their properties are mar-
keted to the largest audience. 
Each agent on The Ellis Team 
takes pride in educating their 
clients about our great city, 
while helping them find their 
perfect home.

THE KELLER WILLIAMS 
DIFFERENCE

 ✦ KW is the #1 franchise in  
the USA! In 2017 KW made 
history by being the first real 
estate company to receive 
the Triple Crown, #1 in agent 
count, #1 in closed units and 
#1 in sales volume.

 ✦ Our office is the #1 real estate 
office in St. Louis. Currently, KW 
holds the TOP 4 out of 10 spots 
in St. Louis.

 ✦ KW is the #1 training company 
in the world.

Looking to buy? Let us help you find the perfect home!  
Call the Rick & Tracy Ellis Team at 636-699-2197 or 636-299-3702.
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CREDIT REPAIR

 Phoenix Credit Consultants  Charles R. Scanlon  314-429-2040 

    

HOME WARRANTY    

 HSA Home Warranty  Christy Cooper 636-346-5237 

	 Home	Warranty	of	America		 Heidi	Goff		 314-562-5099	

PAINTERS    

 Thomas A Paluczak  
 Professional Painting  Thomas Paluczak 636-358-9002  

 Life Styles Painting  Karen Diethelm 314-359-0127 

    

CLEANERS  

 Saint Louis Sparkle Clean  Heather Gerner  314-518-0672 

 Merry Maids  Debbie Gerard  636-825-9650 

FENCES  

 St. Louis Dog Fence-Pet Stop  Don Powell 314-436-7200 

  

SIDING AND ROOF    

 Signature Exteriors. INC  Raul Moreno  314-827-5376 

 Crown Restoration LLC Chris Heins  636-358-4962  

	 Lifetime	Roofing	and	Renovation		 Matthew	Zielinski		 636-336-6951	

BUILDERS AND SUPPLY    

 Tree Court Builders Supply  Tim and Christina Schellhardt  314-568-3300 

BUILDING INSPECTORS   

 Pillar to Post- Scott Frederick Team Scott Frederick 314-571-9824 

 Denny Arnett Home Team Inspection    Denny Arnett  314-732-5954 

 CDInspect  Mark R. Warren 618-530-7070

	 Legacy	Home	Inspections		 Kevin	Baker		 636-466-3135		

POOL INSPECTIONS   

 Unique Pool Management  Doug Schaefer  314-280-3451 

 Midwest Pool Builders  Terry Harr 314-853-8330  

 Pool Tron Dennis Sansone 314-575-5720

PEST CONTROL    

 2 Nice Guys Termite, Pest and Wildlife   James Mouyassar 636-464-1411 

 Richardsons Pest  Chuck Richardson 636-387-2400 

    

HVAC 

 Swiss Air Heating and Cooling  Ron Neeley  636-978-7800 

 General Contracting Duane Kramer 314-607-8906 

	 Academy	Air		 Zach	Silverstein	 314-720-3580

 Gold Kamp Heating and Cooling     Josh Goldkamp  314-488-5330

MORTGAGE    

 USA Mortgage  Jerry Mayo  314-497-7435 

 St. Charles Mortgage Mike Richardson  314-607-8551  

 First Bank Mortgage Andy Newbold  314-660-2223 

CARPET AND CLEANING AIR DUCTS    

 Aim Carpet and Air Duct Cleaning      Jim Bartels  314-941-1340 

 Dalmation Cleaning and Restoration    Jon Daniels 314-599-1051 

	 AdvantaClean		 Denise	and	Kris	Shumard,	 
	 	 Dave	Kosanke	 636-219-3877

LAWN CARE    

 Green Elements  Brian Schremp  314-764-5296  

 Richard Katz Designs, LLC  Richard Katz 314-956-2058 

DECKS   

	 Decks	and	Beyond	LLC	 Steve	Moss		 314-539-1225	
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MOVERS    

 Renew Transfer  Matt Walker 314-223-8301 

	 Goodfellas	Moving		 Jeff	Lodike	 314-405-8228	

	 Simple	Moves		 Christopher	Gianino	 636-916-5333

AWNING AND WINDOW 

 Glenlo Awning and Window  Rick Ryan  314-578-6450 

 Pella Windows and Doors Stephen Lancaster  314-714-0122 

 Tree court Builders Supply Christina Schellhardt  314-578-1966

 

WINDOW CLEANERS AND POWER WASHERS    

 Window-Brite    Kim Patterson  636-577-3325 

 Born Again Restoration  Jeremy Kyle 314-985-9536  

 Curb Appeals Pros Don Muschany and Julio Ibarra 314-698-3282

HANDYMAN    

 All My Girls  Rob Dawson  636-698-2805  

 Joe Thebeau  Joe Thebeau  636-543-0167  

 Luke’s Handyman  Lucas Clayton  314-486-6763  

WINDOW REPAIR AND BROKEN THERMAL SEALS   

 Floyd Glass Josh Tyler 636-922-3569

 Glass Guru (St. Charles) Greg Merkel 636-980-1616 

    

WATER/FIRE 

	 Belfor	by	Belfor	USA	Group,	Inc.	 Steve	Stodnick		 636-728-0580		

 Crown Restoration LLC Chris Heins  636-358-4962

 Fast Help  Jerry Elliot  314-278-6050 

FLOORING  

 Beseda Flooring Brian Beseda  636-926-9989  

 St Louis Wood Floor  Jackson Spencer  314-369-6857 

 Sunderland Brothers Co. Amy Ellis  636-680-2250

DESIGNER 

 Yours By Design CJ Knapp Asid 314-283-1760 

 Heather Hannick Design Heather Rea  314-814-2577

IRRIGATION 

 Aqua Irrigation Inc. Edwin A. Thorne  636-240-9955 
    

ENGINEERS AND ARCHITECTS  

 Criterium- Haroy Engineers  Kyle or Ross Hardy  314-878-0806 

 Architect Jane Forney  314-640-4447  

    

ROOF CLEANERS 

 Clean Roof STL  Scott Henderson  314-221-9255 

 Curb Appeals Pros Don Muschany and Julio Ibarra 314-698-3282

   

JUNK REMOVAL 

 Dirt Cheap Hauling and Demo  Greg Rogers  636-579-6081 

    

BASEMENT WATERPROOFING  

 Basement and Foundation Repair Rick Momphard  636-346-8183 

 Cornerstone Structural Repair  
	 and	Waterproofing		 Dale	Blaine		 314-262-6277		 	

	 AdvantaClean		 Denise	and	Kris	Shumard,	 
	 	 Dave	Kosanke						 636-219-3877

CONCRETE 

 D.M. Terrill Concrete  Kathy Terrill 636-458-4555

 Rick Thomas Concrete  Rick Thomas  314-698-0391 

	 Hoffman	Concrete	LLC	 Mark	Hoffman	 314-544-3484	

TUCK POINTING 

 Galati and Sons Tuck Pointing  Daniel Galati    314-220-7012

 St Louis Brick and Tuck-pointing  Jay Nelson 636-253-8096 

OUTDOOR LIGHTING    

 Dusk to Dawn Outdoor Lighting Don Powell 314-529-0090 

 The Lawn Champs  Don Telge  636-697-2311 

ELECTRIC  

	 Paramount	Electric		 Zac	Lorraine		 314-226-6551

 Roberts Electric  Robert Policari 636-256-8170 

	 Innovated	General	Contracting-	 
	 Electric	Services		 Chris	Blasé		 314-486-8531	
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 Architect Jane Forney  314-640-4447  

    

ROOF CLEANERS 

 Clean Roof STL  Scott Henderson  314-221-9255 

 Curb Appeals Pros Don Muschany and Julio Ibarra 314-698-3282

   

JUNK REMOVAL 

 Dirt Cheap Hauling and Demo  Greg Rogers  636-579-6081 

    

BASEMENT WATERPROOFING  

 Basement and Foundation Repair Rick Momphard  636-346-8183 

 Cornerstone Structural Repair  
	 and	Waterproofing		 Dale	Blaine		 314-262-6277		 	

	 AdvantaClean		 Denise	and	Kris	Shumard,	 
	 	 Dave	Kosanke						 636-219-3877

CONCRETE 

 D.M. Terrill Concrete  Kathy Terrill 636-458-4555

 Rick Thomas Concrete  Rick Thomas  314-698-0391 

	 Hoffman	Concrete	LLC	 Mark	Hoffman	 314-544-3484	

TUCK POINTING 

 Galati and Sons Tuck Pointing  Daniel Galati    314-220-7012

 St Louis Brick and Tuck-pointing  Jay Nelson 636-253-8096 

OUTDOOR LIGHTING    

 Dusk to Dawn Outdoor Lighting Don Powell 314-529-0090 

 The Lawn Champs  Don Telge  636-697-2311 

ELECTRIC  

	 Paramount	Electric		 Zac	Lorraine		 314-226-6551

 Roberts Electric  Robert Policari 636-256-8170 

	 Innovated	General	Contracting-	 
	 Electric	Services		 Chris	Blasé		 314-486-8531	
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INSURANCE    

 Lanham Agency LLC Kim Lanham  636-779-5976

	 State	Farm	Jim	Schilkoski	 Jennipher	Alvernia-Raymer	 
  and Jim Schilkoski  636-978-4800 

 Ben Hagan Farmers Agency  Ben Hagan  314-635-9300

 Stephen Teague Agency- 
 American Family Insurance  Stephen Teague 636-938-6778 

	 USI	Insurance	Services	LLC	 Kathy	Pallarito	 314-565-3427	

 

PLUMBING   

 Sewer Pros  Stacy Moeller 314-821-1600 

 Thomure Plumbing  Mike Thomure 636-262-6489 

	 Steve	Gratta	Dad’s	Plumbing		 Steve	Gratta		 314-322-1977

RADON  

 St Louis Radon Test and Mitigation   Cherie Summa 636-200-2875 

	 AdvantaClean		 Denise	and	Kris	Shumard,	 
	 	 Dave	Kosanke	 636-219-3877	

 Midwest Radon and Mitigation  Marlene Kelly 636-575-1767 

WATER PURIFICATION    

	 ThreeStrand		 Dale	and	Kate	Mansfield		 636-940-4007

 Trionics  Rusty Eubank 314-737-0887

    

BLINDS    

 Two Blind Guys  Debbie Kinsinger 636-537-8008 

	 The	Blind	Broker	of	STL,	LLC		 David	Berryman	 636-970-7283

APPLIANCE VENDOR    

	 Pacific	Kitchen	and	Home		 Brian	Wilhelm		 314-443-5048	
  

CONSTRUCTION    

 ARC Construction  Tara Brasier 636-946-7855  

	 Lifetime	Roofing	and	Renovation		 Matthew	Zielinski		 636-336-6951	

 Titan Construction  Mark Perniciaro 314-243-8802 

 Absolute Exteriors  Tony Warneke 314-713-9800 

RETAINING WALLS  

 Retaining Walls LLC Chris Suljak 314-608-1982 

FINANCIAL ADVISORS 

 Benjamin F. Edwards  Todd Thayer  314-854-9909 

	 Northwestern	Mutual		 Catherine	Zielinski		 314-640-2083

	 Edward	Jones	Investments		 Teresa	Margaret	White	 636-795-2561

 

GARAGE DOOR REPAIR    

	 Anco	Overhead	Door		 Aaron	Anyan		 636-343-9167	

    

ESTATE SALES    

	 Davis	Estate	Sales		 Mark	Pauley		 314-330-0004

 M.J.’s Estate Sales, LLC Mary Jo Hodel 314-440-5175

MOLD REMOVAL

	 AdvantaClean		 Denise	and	Kris	Shumard,	 
	 	 Dave	Kosanke	 636-219-3877	

	 Moldman	St.	Louis	 Travis	Boyer		 314-282-9791

CALL OR EMAIL RICK OR  
TRACY ELLIS FOR MORE INFO: 

636.299.3702  •  Tracy@TracyEllis.com
636.699.2197  •  Rick@TracyEllis.com

www.TracyEllis.com
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HORSE &  
EQUESTRIAN
The Rick and Tracy Ellis Team  
would love to tell a story about  
your property!

3730 Rock Creek Valley Rd
High Ridge, MO 63049

34 Barnor Rd
Wentzville, MO 63385

To see  
our entire  

selection, visit  
TracyEllis.com  

or call Tracy:   
636.299.3702  

or Rick:  
636.699.2197




